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 From the Directors

enjoyed a relatively good Spring/Summer season, 
due to widespread rain, albeit some regions wished 
for more.

The growing demand for alternatives to 
conventional fertilizers dictated expansion of our 
production facilities in late 2005, with our new 
administration offices now completed, and the 
factory upgrade due for completion by late 
February.

The start of a new year traditionally heralds calls 
for “Resolutions” to be made...  many of which are 
often forgotten. Perhaps it's the complexity or 
unrealistic nature of resolutions that result in them 
never being actioned.  

With the most common complaint that we hear 
from farmers in relation to their conventional 
fertilizer program being that of declining soil 
condition and lower yields despite increased 
fertilizer applied, in 2006 we challenge you to no 
longer accept this as being the norm. 

This year, we'd like to suggest a sensible and 
ach ievab le  r e so lu t ion  by  adop t ing  a  
“commitment to change”.  

By adapting farming practices to include soil 
conditioners such as Natra Min you can actually 
increase production levels while reducing 
fertilizer inputs and saving money.

Amongst it’s many advantages, Natra Min has 
proven to lift soil pH.  In this newsletter, read about 
the benefits to Frank Boyd's pastures from its use.  
Natra Min is widely used across all industries, 
from broad acre grain and cotton, to pasture and 
small crops.  

Also in this edition, Bevan Gow and family tell of 
the success they have enjoyed since applying 
Natra Min to small crops.

So why continue to accept declining yields from 
your current fertilizer program?  Is the structure of 
your dark soil becoming increasingly cloddy? ... or 
are you experiencing poor water infiltration in 
your light, sandy soils due to crusting? 

Embrace the onset of a New Year by committing to 
change.  Call us now on 1800 81 5757 to discuss 
straightforward and realistic steps to improve the 
condition of your soil.

Happy New Year!
As we commence 
another year, it is 
encouraging to hear 
that many of our 
c u s t o m e r s  h a v e  

Trevor & Wendy Zerner 
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Being concerned about the increasing amounts of fertilizer required to maintain 
pasture and production, Dairy farmers Frank and Fay Boyd have applied annual 
applications of Natra Min to their Wolvi property (near Gympie) since 1992.  

In the late 1980's Frank knew they had to change their fertilizer program.  “Our 
usual program was heaps of urea, muriate of potash and Super at 3 bags/acre.   In 
the early 80’s when we fertilized with urea, the response was quite good... but by 
1986 when we put on 36 tonne of urea we actually got a negative result.  Over the 
years our pastures had gone backwards and our soil had no life.  For years we never 
saw a worm.”

Lime failed to improve pH levels... 
Soil pH has been monitored and recorded on the Boyd's property since the early 
90's.  From 1975 to 1994, Frank had applied Lime every three years at the rate of 
one tonne per acre.  Despite this regular application of lime for over twenty years, 
the soil pH had not improved and remained at 4.8 to 5.3.  

In 1994 Frank again applied 100 tonne of lime at the rate of one tonne per acre and 
as a trial, Natra Min was applied to similar country and resulted in a slightly better 
improvement in pH.  

“This really opened my eyes and I haven't used lime since.”
.
Natra Min gets results and saves $$$...
Now, since using regular applications of Natra Min, Frank has been able to reduce 
the use of water soluble fetiliser and says... “any nitrogen that I do apply now has a 
very good response”.
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Pasture Improvement & pH correction
using Natra Min...
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Feed Your Soil... and Your Soil will Feed Your Crop

Mineral Fertilizer & Soil Conditioner

Pasture Improvement & pH correction using Natra Min   

Various blends of Natra Min have been used on Frank’s property 
over the years, with Natra Min K-Phos (extra phosphorus, 
calcium, sulphur and potassium) being applied over the last two 
years. Based on soil test results, additional boron has also been 
added to the Natra Min.

In Frank's words “We’ve seen our Kikuyu and Rye pastures really 
respond. The results have been outstanding and I've been able to 
reduce other fertilizer inputs.  

Natra Min now sees us right through the season until plant time 
when I apply a bit of CK 55 or Gran Am.

What I've seen is that if you over-use urea and chemical fertilizers, 
things go backwards. Since using Natra Min I have had heaps of 
feed so why apply nitrogen if I don’t need it!

In the past, when we were reliant on continual applications of urea 
after each graze, we would apply the nitrogen and get 4-5 weeks 
of feed, and then the pasture would not respond... even after 
rain....  until we re-applied more nitrogen fertilizer.

The big difference I see with Natra Min is that our pastures will 
always respond to rain.  They will dry off but when it rains they 
respond immediately.”

Worms and legumes return...
“Clover once wouldn't grow in our Kikuyu pastures and in other 
areas you'd only see it for about a month, especially where 
nitrogen fertilizer was used.  This country isn't the best for clover 
compared to the rest of the district, but Natra Min has certainly 
been beneficial and now clover is everywhere.  

You'd never see a worm 15 years ago and now the country is alive 
with them, even in winter you can dig them up which I think is a 
good sign that the soil's healthy.”

Natra Min program assists with pH Improvement...
Since following a program of soil re-mineralization with Natra 
Min combined with a reduction in the use of water soluble 
fertilizer, substantial pH improvement has resulted in all of the 
paddocks. 

The charts below show the persistent improvement.
“Natra Min has replaced the use of lime and by improving the 
overall soil fertility Frank has reduced the use of other fertilizers 
to about 15% of the amount applied in earlier years.

Prior to using Natra Min, the cost of fertilizer to produce a litre of 
milk was around 3 cents.  Using Natra Min, we are now more 
efficient with the total fertilizer cost of 2.4 cents per litre.”

Soil testing...
“I'm very happy with the soil test recommendations that 
AgSolutions provide.  Trevor and his team are always trying to 
reduce my fertilizer usage... even the amount of Natra Min I 
apply.  In the past I have found I could never afford to apply what 
was recommended to me by other fertilizer companies.

Despite price increases, our total fertilizer bill has remained at 
$18000 per year for the last four years. While still maintaining 
production levels, we've been able to remain within our budget by 
reducing the volume of fertilizer applied.”

Cattle look better...
Frank and Fay are proud of their Jersey herd and have seen an 
improvement in the body condition of the milkers and dry stock.  
Frank said that their cattle used to be choosy as to where they 
would graze and in some paddocks they would walk over pastures 
and not graze.  Pastures are now sweeter and even in growth, it 
doesn't matter what paddock the stock are in, they will graze the 
entire area.

“Their coats are immaculate but we look after them.  We also feed 
AgSolutions Superior Mineral Supplement in the dairy with their 
grain and have cut out feeding dolomite, sulphur, copper sulphate 
and yeast.”

Droughts are better!!!
A major benefit Frank has seen is that his pasture density has 
thickened up.  Back in the 2002/03 drought his feed base was 
thick even though it was dry. This meant his cattle were always 
full and very little supplemental feeding was required.  

“Now, in a good season when the Rye grass is finished, the 
Kikuyu and Setaria have come through and are ready to feed.  
Previously when we were using a lot of urea, the rye would finish 
and very little grass would return... the ground seemed dead.”

Soil Condition 
Overall Frank and Fay have been extremely happy with the 
benefits Natra Min has provided them over the 14 years they've  
been applying it.  Soil pH has improved and remained at optimal 
levels above 6.0, pastures are performing and soil structure has 
improved.  Contractors working country for Frank have also 
remarked as to how well his soils cultivate. Natra Min has 
provided both the benefits of improved pasture production as well 
as financial savings for the Boyd family.  

Congratulations Frank and Fay.  Thanks for sharing your story. 

Reduction in fertilizer costs...
With deregulation impacting on the 
dairy industry, Natra Min has assisted 
Frank to keep costs down.  When he 
used lime it was applied in addition to 
other fertilizer.  
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In 2001, Stanthorpe vegetable grower, Gow's Produce, first conducted a trial with Natra Min 
HI-Phos on Capsicums. The outstanding results of that trial has convinced them to be an 
annual user ever since.

Natra Min HI-Phos was trialed on capsicums in a problem paddock that wouldn't grow 
anything except yellow and stunted plants. Super Phosphate and lime had been applied to this 
paddock previously with no great effect. 

As Bevan adds, “Natra Min HI-Phos had been recommended to improve this paddock, so we 
put it to the test.  We applied HI-Phos to half of the paddock and left the remaining bays of 
Capsicums untreated.  A power pole in the paddock was the cut off point and the response was 
outstanding”. 

“The rows of capsicums where Natra Min HI-Phos was applied were about a foot taller and 
plants were an excellent colour.  The adjacent untreated rows remained stunted and yellow 
with a massive difference in height.”

As Bevan Gow explained, “I'm not an Agronomist but the paddock was lousy and now 
it's not…  and that's good enough for me”.

Natra Min acts as a fertilizer and soil conditioner and also contains a microbial stimulant. 
Often the best results are noticed on the poorest soils. For the Gows it was the improved  
growth that was the selling point. 

Cameron Gow concludes... “In the Granite Belt the variation of soil types in one paddock can 
extend to four or five different characteristics.  The main benefit we've experienced since 
using Natra Min is the evenness of growth and colour and subsequently improved crop yield 
and quality”. 

Capsicums, broccoli, parsley and tomatoes are the main crops grown by Gow's Produce and 
Natra Min HI-Phos is now used on all cropping areas.

“When you see results like that you're inclined to use it everywhere.  Natra Min HI-Phos 
forms part of our fertilizer program across the farm,” said Cameron.

The nutrients in Natra Min are Non Leaching...
One important aspect for granite soils is that Natra Min's nutrients are not water soluble and 
won’t leach out quickly like chemical fertilizers. Instead it acts as a slow release fertilizer and 
helps to improve soil structure and pH.

There are numerous growers and Rural Stores in the Stanthorpe area currently experiencing 
positive results with Natra Min.  

Thank you to the Gow family for sharing your information. Here's hoping we have a good 
season.

Small Crops  -  BIG results with Natra Min

Spreading NATRA MIN by air at Tenterfield

Cameron Gow

Many farmers are making the change to using Natra Min 
to replace both Lime and Super for pasture 
improvement.

Natra Min is suitable for aerial application or ground 
spreading and has proven to regenerate pastures and see 
the return of medics and clover in pastures throughout 
Qld and NSW.

Natra Min blends contain trace elements such as Copper, 
Cobalt, Boron and Zinc which have become deficient in 
many pastures and soils.  Our fertilizers and animal 
supplements are available through your preferred Rural 
Store or call Ag Solutions on 1800 81 5757. 



MEGA MINERALS
LICK BLOCKS

SUPER ORI
MINERAL SUPPLEMENT

8 Wadell Road Gympie  4570    
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AgSolutions CALL NOW for answers to your animal nutrition 
and soil fertility questions.

Freecall:  1800 81 57 57   Fax 07 5482 7219   email: info@agsolutions.com.au

Benefits for Horses and Cattle

Having used AgSolutions' Mega Minerals lick blocks with great 
success with heifers and bulls, CQ Pastoral Co manager Colin 
Walters decided, on the recommendation of friends, to trial the use 
of Superior Mineral Supplement for his horses. 

Colin has now seen first hand the benefits both for his campdraft 
and stock horses as well as his five daughters' pony club ponies.

Improved Condition & Fertility...
“We first trialed Superior Mineral Supplement on a 24 year old 
black mare who had been out the back and was heavy in foal.  
When we brought her in her coat was long, rough and dull.  Within 
three weeks she had cleaned up and looked like a 2 year old again.  
I've never seen anything like it.  When you ran your hand down her 
you could feel the oils had come back in her coat.  This mare went 
on and foaled with no trouble and we put it down to the minerals as 
the reason she went straight back in foal at her age.”

A second black campdraft mare seemed to get relief from 
Queensland itch with her coat cleaning up and shining.  “I am that 
impressed with the Superior Mineral Supplement and Mega 
Minerals lick blocks that I tell everyone.” Colin adds.

Affordable…
Superior and Mega Minerals lick blocks are formulated to be used 
for all livestock, they offer an economical option to other 
expensive ‘horse supplements’. 

As Colin says, “some people I tell about this Superior think it's too 
cheap for horses as they're used to paying three to five times the 
price for competitive brands of supplements!”

Three benefits for horses…coat, feet and digestion
There are three main effects Colin has noticed with the use of  
Superior Minerals.  The first being the obvious cleaning up and 
shine in their coats.  

The second - the evidence of growth rings on their hooves as a 
distinct line where the minerals were introduced.  According to 
Colin, “the new growth above this line is free of any feet problems 
or cracking...  so I'm eager to see the improved condition of their 
hooves once they've grown out”.

Better feed utilization and digestion…
The third benefit Colin noticed following the introduction of 
Superior to the feed, was an immediate improvement in the ability 
of the horses to break feed down.  

“The fibre length and amount of feed passing through in the 
manure changed virtually overnight which really impressed us.  
This alone would mean that our horses would be doing better and 
getting more out of what we feed them.”

Horses like it!!!
“Since we started on the Superior Mineral Supplement in their 
feed it's been no trouble.  I initially put it straight in their feed at 
the full rate and they ate it .  They don’t like some supplements that 
I've tried... which is no good to me if they won't eat it.”  Horses in 
work are on feed with Superior Minerals and the paddock horses 
have access to the Mega Minerals blocks all year round.

Colin breeds horses to suit his needs and has invested a lot of 
money on horses over the years, and is now concentrating on 
breeding an all purpose horse that can deliver both as a stock 
horse, for camp drafting purposes and pony club needs.  

Mineral Deficient country...
“I knew our country at Baryulgil (between Grafton and 
Tenterfield) was mineral deficient, so I thought Superior would be 
good for the brood mares especially through the winter months.  
Since using it, there's no doubt the mares are now coming out of 
winter in better condition.”

Cattle and minerals…
CQ Pastoral Company also runs 500 breeders on 6,000 acres at 
Baryulgil and aims to increase stock numbers to 700 over the next 
few years.  “This country has a real mineral and protein drought 
during the winter. Since using Mega Minerals the heifers have no 
trouble throughout the winter months.

We've used the Mega Minerals blocks mainly for our heifers 
leading up to joining and find they cycle really well.  We've also 
fed our bulls the minerals through winter and they really picked up 
and looked better than the year before.”

Overall Colin believes that he got better results using Mega 
Minerals than when he had previously fed urea blocks and that the 
cattle ate the dry feed better.  Having experienced the positive 
effects for both cattle and horses, Colin concludes, “we tell 
everyone!”       Thank you Colin!!

Distinct growth ring


